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May 12, 2009 – Cranston, RI - Exxon Mobil Billings Refinery has awarded eNPure Process Systems,
Inc. of Cranston, R.I., a contract to fabricate three triplex boiler feed water filtration skids with remote
control panels.

The skids will be manufactured to adhere to Exxon Mobil's stringent quality requirements and will be
produced to meet the 25 week fast-track delivery required by the company.

The $1,000,000 plus contract includes two Anthracite filtration skids and one Zeolite Softener skid, each
with terminal junction boxes, and a remote control panel. Fabrication and assembly will be undertaken by
eNPures' sister company, RICSA-MBS International, LLC and be subcontracted to its manufacturing
partner, RICSA Industrial, S.A. de C.V., located in Queretaro, Mexico. The design of the filtration skid
proposed some unique challenges according to eNPure's Chief Engineer, Fred Clark. “Not only did the
filter vessels have to be fabricated in strict accordance with Exxon Mobil engineering standards and
quality assurance requirements”, said Clark, “but the process design had to accommodate re-use of
existing analog-controlled subsystems. All vessel materials are dual-certified to either 316/316L
stainless or 2205 duplex S31803/S32205, and must undergo rigorous testing for conformance to
ExxonMobil specifications.”

eNPure's superior technical documentation and exceptional pricing played a major role in the company's
successful bid.
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Steven Bloom, President of eNPure and RICSA-MBS International, states that their ability to value
engineer process applications and water treatment systems; paired with the expertise of their
manufacturing partners, results in cost effective, high quality solutions. “Our workflow process and
business model” states Bloom, “offers our customers fabricated products at quality that exceeds their
expectations, while reducing their overall manufacturing and sourcing costs.”

For additional information, please contact eNPure Process Systems at 401-447-3976 • Fax: 866-6976563 • e-mail: P. Anthony Visco, Director of Marketing at pavisco@enpureinc.com
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